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1

INTRODUCTION

In current economy, where ICT plays a crucial role for being competitive and
effective, businesses and especially small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
are facing higher pressures of flexibility and efficiency than ever before. The
core business processes need to be supported by innovative but mainly effective
ICT-based systems and tools. One of the crucial business success factors in new
global and more transparent economy is cooperation and collaboration in whole
business value chain on vertical but also on horizontal collaborative base. On the
other hand, consumers are facing to new opportunities to find more suitable
products and services using new ICT tools and network environments and
services.
European Commission in its former strategies presents the importance of
networked future where ICT plays crucial role in enterprise networking. This
issue played and still plays significant role in IST related framework programmes
objectives. According to these objectives, business network environment should
be based on interoperability, standardization, trusted environment and
multidisciplinary research in this area as crucial success factors. The
interoperability of enterprise applications is especially important issue for the
new collaborative business networks with self-organising, self-optimising and
evolving features.
Although, ICT based networking is one of the main innovation topics in the field
of Digital Society, only small number of researchers understand sensitivity of
related issues, esp. transparency of market information inside the electronic
network. This paper focuses on this critical determinant for achieving European
objective of single e-market.
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ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR ICT
BASED ENTERPRISE NETWORKING

Successful business examples mentioned above are still far away of the real
enterprise networking concept supported by European Commission’s strategies.
Few efficient business networks based on really versatile functionalities and wide
utility model are still rare and wide or single European ICT based SME's
networks still absent. European initiative on European Single Electronic Market
reflected necessary aspects for new networked economy, although the emphasize
on platforms development and their market penetration get weak throughout past
years and SMEs have still problem to find optimal suppliers or business partners
and to utilize benefits of eCooperative and eCollaborative business networks. Is
ICT based enterprise networking really worthy and how to manage networking
evolution for the economy benefits?
First, we need to examine general economic benefits of ICT based enterprise
networking or generally network effects in economy. Many studies deal with
network effects and diffusion theories in innovations. Diffusion in our context is
the adoption of ICT network services which implement us into the relevant
network as an agent. Generally, the number of new adopters in a certain period of
time is usually modelled as the proportion of the group of market participants
that have not yet adopted the innovation (Weitzel et al., 2003). Most of the
traditional approaches focus on the relationship between the rate of diffusion and
the number of potential adopters.
For modelling the diffusion of network effect products, three areas of deficit are
eminent: critical mass phenomena are not sufficiently analysed, real life diffusion
processes cannot be explained, too, and the interaction of potential adopters
within their socio-economic environment is not sufficiently elaborated (Schoder,
1995).
Of course, the innovations diffusion models and strategies are important, but to
examine the way how to adopt without proper understanding of “what will
happen” is dangerous.
Network effect literature is generally based on the neo-classical assumptions
where all agents not only know their own action space and utility function but
likewise have a complete and realistic model of all the other agents' current
allocation, action spaces and utility functions as well. In a neo-classical
"exchange economy" this assumption may lead to a unique and Pareto-optimal
equilibrium, but only in the case of no network externalities or indivisibilities
(Weitzel et al., 2003).
But real business and social world is more complex and suffer from high level of
uncertainty and heterogeneity in economic environments which bounds effective
decision making of socio-economic agents (Doucek, 2004). Inefficiencies in
traditional theories leaded Weitzel et al. (2003) to propose Interdisciplinary
Network Theory, where a necessary condition for developing an operable view
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on networks was the one, that can be accepted by economists as well as
researchers from social sciences is to incorporate the concepts of bounded
rationality, uncertainty and incomplete information and social embeddedness.
These assumptions are in line with our mentioned barriers and character of ICT
based business networks. Bounded rationality is nowadays generally accepted
assumption which complicated economic and social analysis. Although, game
theory and other behavioural theories have significantly contributed to better
understanding of bounded rationality and its impact. Uncertainty and incomplete
information is in my eyes more significant problem related to ICT based business
networks which definitely deals mainly with increased transparency and
efficiency (which is based more on specific ICT services as networks as a
infrastructure). In the incomplete information situation, uncertainty increases the
cost of transaction or searching/sourcing. Such an externality harms economic
environment and suitable IT networking services can significantly contribute to
better business environment and trust within business relations. Increased
transparency deals with uncovering market and market information by ICT and
ICT based networks to all participants (Janke, 2011). Generally, it should lead to
market and price transparency where the transparency refers to the level of
current trade (e.g. price) information accessible to participants by market makers
(Ozcelik and Ozdemir, 2011).
When we consider size of the network we can accept the assumption that the
increased number of network participants (size of the network), the increased
level of market transparency. Nowadays we know only fragmented market with
number of e-marketplaces. But through acquisitions and e-marketplaces and
business networks interoperability, the single business network as a digital form
of traditional market is possible. Of course, it requires some support by policy
makers, ERP or legacy system providers and acceptance of companies. Within
the single e-market, transparency will rapidly grow but what will happen with the
prices, antitrust issues or wealth distribution?

2.1 Market and price transparency in B2B commerce
Increase in transparency in market and across global supply chains is crucial
issue for most important economics from U.S. to European countries. Increasing
market transparency contributes to price tracking and readability and results in
higher market efficiency. This issue affects also Business-to-Business (B2B)
exchange markets or business networks in general, which aggregate buyers and
sellers around the world, causing the decrease in information asymmetry (Hansen
et al., 2001). According to Zhu (2004), transparency becomes one of the key
features that distinguish digital exchanges from traditional markets. On vertical
marketplaces suppliers can see who is selling which parts, at what prices, and in
what quantities. In many other exchanges using reverse auctions, participants see
all competitors and their bids, historical behaviour and general market
information (Phama et al., 2014; Schoenherr and Mabert, 2007).
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Transparency is generally considered as important factor for commercial profit
(Granados, 2008) and also government quality (Grzebyk, 2010). Price
transparency is considered also by OECD as important issue for increasing
benefits of buyers unless it results in considerably increased risks of collusion
among sellers. One way to describe price transparency is to refer to the costs in
time and money required to discover actual transactions prices. The lower are the
costs, the more transparent is the market. A certain level of price transparency is
necessary for competition and to be able to compare prices. Some other studies
are measuring level of transparency directly on B2B exchanges as a level of eservices providing tools for more transparent bidding and negotiation as for
example reverse auctions (Soh, Markus and Goh, 2006; Carter and Stevens,
2007). According to OECD (2001), under certain conditions, increased price
transparency can in traditional market significantly increase the probabilities of
conscious parallelism and anti-competitive co-ordination. In a sufficiently
concentrated market, the process could start by one seller simply raising its price
and watching to see if others follow. The price leader’s risks in doing that are
lower when sellers are quickly and accurately informed of price changes,
especially if buyers are not. But this situation is not common for pure electronic
market, where price information for buyers is almost perfect. In addition to
facilitating conscious parallelism, increased price transparency could also
encourage tacit or outright collusion by generally making it easier for cooperating firms to detect and therefore punish deviating firms. The situation in
electronic market is more effective as broadness and distance free character of
information in electronic channels support multi-cooperative consortium creation
which reduces parallelism from this point of view. Some authors consider trust as
a key factor for efficient transparency (Dorčák, Pollák and Szabo, 2014; Szabo,
Dorcák, Ferencz, 2013).
Summarization of negative aspects of transparency presented by another studies
(Soh, Markus and Goh, 2006; Zhu, 2004; Ozcelik and Ozdemir, 2011; Gu and
Hehenkamp, 2010) are as follows:
• High price transparency negatively affects sellers what can be solved
through compensatory benefits or differentiated strategies. As e-markets
are place for both side of players as buyers and suppliers, price
transparency should be managed in optimal way between them.
• In the case of fewer sellers and highly differentiated products high price
transparency is unlikely.
• Certain types of companies (e.g., high-cost suppliers of substitute
products) will lack the incentives to join the exchange as information
transparency hurts more than helps them. In contrast to the widely held
belief about its benefits (the so-called information transparency
hypothesis.
• Price and market transparency is sometimes in contradiction to anonymity
and confidentiality requests of participants.
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• Too much market transparency harms competition when entry becomes
less profitable and hence less likely. As a consequence, market breakdown
occurs more and oligopoly less often, both of which effects reduce
welfare. As the main result of Gu and Hehenkamp (2010) shows, the
welfare-diminishing effects dominate when markets are sufficiently
transparent.
Generally, price and market transparency is very difficult to measure and most of
studies rely on game theories and strong assumptions in their models which often
are in contradiction with many real situations. But the message of these studies is
logical and clear: on one hand price and market transparency have positive
impact on prices and quality for buyers, on the other hand it is the barrier for
seller to enter the e-market. Market transparency needs to accept some level of
confidentiality in some cases.

3

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

To examine the impact of transparency in electronic business environment, real
data from reverse auctions were applied. Reverse auction as electronic tool is
considered as a service partially substituting real competitive environment.
Together, electronic reverse auction provide the possibility to set up different
levels of transparency within the negotiation process.
Research working question within this paper is formulated as follows:
Has higher transparency within procurement negotiation process positive
impact on winner price?
For transparency impact examination, we can consider two ways:
• Compare sealed bid auction and English reverse auction involving an
iterative process of decreasing price with competing sellers. Sealed bid
auction is considered as anonymous price and market information
environment for other bidders. English reverse auction is considered as
transparent environment with several level of transparency set up.
• Different transparency level in English reverse auction, where auction
negotiation environment has several option for visibility of information
for auction participants, e.g. visible different combination of information
from price, name of participant, order, final winner sum, partial prices for
each item within one auction, etc.
Real data from reverse auction systems were aggregated from several electronic
reverse auction realized in Slovakia. Description of data sample is provided in
Table 1.
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Table 1 – Sample description
Number of purchasers Number of auctions
21

4

1696

Number of sealed bid
auctions
752

Number of English
reverse auctions
944

RESEARCH RESULTS

The dataset extracted from reverse auction software was processed and used for
statistical examination. Evidenced based analysis in this field has several
circumstances. First, economic indicators as savings are not so easy to be
calculated. The problem is which price can be compared to winning price. If first
bid or price from previous business transaction. There are two possible ways how
to calculate savings within our reverse auction. One is focused on savings
calculated with “benchmark” price, which is price stated by purchasing manager
on behalf of historical transaction or accessible general catalogue (Savings_C).
Second option is to use first bid (Savings_I). It means, the calculation of savings
in both cases is as follows:
Savings_C (%) = (benchmark price – winning price)*100/benchmark price
Savings_I (%) = (first price – winning price)*100/first price
For comparison of sealed bid auction and English reverse auction, dataset was
divided into two samples according to the type of auction:
Type 2: data from sealed bid auction
Type 3: data from English reverse auction
As it was explained in methodology chapter, sealed bid auction is considered as
anonymous transaction and English reverse auction as transparent transaction.
According to promoted reverse auction benefits, more transparent solutions
should bring higher savings. On this formulation, business models of reverse
auction SW solutions are set up.
As we see from Figure 1, the mean of savings is surprisingly better within sealed
bid auction with higher standard deviation. It shows, that current promotion of
reverse auction is not so correct or that purchasers are not able to manage auction
processes effectively.
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Figure 1 – Savings from sealed bid auctions (2) and reverse auctions (3)
Together, for better presentation, cumulative probability functions for both types
of auctions is provided in Figure 2. It shows, that sealed bid auction achieves
higher savings within the same level of probability or frequency.

Figure 2 – Cumulative distribution of savings from sealed bid auctions (2) and
reverse auctions (3)
As second analysis, the English reverse auction data was analysed more deeply.
It was focused on possibility of reverse auction parametrization in the field of
information visibility on negotiation screen. This auction solution allows to
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publish several types of information from order (ranking), name of participant,
his actual price within negotiation, his total price for all items in one auction, etc.
The transparency level was calculated by sum of possible setting of auction
process (from 1-7), where 1 is lowest option of transparency and 7 is absolutely
transparent information in the negotiation. First correlation analysis shows, that
higher transparency has rather negative impact on the price probability like
current promotions (Table 2).
Table 2 – Correlation table between transparency and price savings
Transparency

Savings_C
-.028

Savings_I
-.150**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.413

.000

N

882

882

-.036

-.100**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.173

.000

N

882

882

Spearman's rho

-.047

-.127**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.164

.000

882

882

Pearson Correlation

Kendall's tau_b

N
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

To see distribution of each saving achieved in English reverse auction according
to different level of transparency set up, following Figure 3 is presented.

Figure 3 – Savings according to different level of transparency
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CONCLUSION

From research results based on data from real environment, we can see, that
transparency is not so clear dogma as it is presented in most of scientific papers
or commercial proclamations. We believe, that transparency is much more
complex phenomena and in many situations, anonymity can push on auction
participants to make more irrational decisions submitting better prices or utility
for purchasers. On the other hand, our preliminary analysis shows, that in some
specific cases (e.g. when higher number of participants exists), transparency can
bring positive impact on negotiated prices.
These results call for wider research with more extensive datasets from different
countries to compare cultural or sectorial differences.
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